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I have for a number of years specialized in saving Fancy Selected Stock Seed Grade of two most prominent varieties of watermelon: Tom Watson and Stone Mountain or Dixie Belle.

This grade of seed has created a demand far greater than I anticipated when I first started saving seed from melons weighing 40 pounds and up, and offering it as Stock Seed Grade.

The result has been so satisfactory that many of the larger planters will use no other stock. They claim paying the difference in price of other seed is economy, and when you take into consideration that it will take six of these big luscious melons to produce one pound of seed, which requires handling of nearly 300 pounds of melon to get a pound of seed, the price asked is very low. I would consider it economy to pay $10.00 lb. for this Stock Seed Grade, if necessary, rather than plant some seed (offered for seed purposes) as a gift.

The seed item is the most important of all when you consider the returns and is only a fraction of the cost of other items necessary to produce a crop.

STOCK SEED GRADE
sold only in
one pound bags
at $1.00 lb.

D. H. GILBERT, Seed Grower
MONTICELLO, FLORIDA